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VSys Voices Presenters

Christina Trivett, Henry Ford Health. Hello, My name is Christina Trivett and I work at Henry Ford West
Bloomfield Hospital in Michigan as the Manager of Volunteer Services. We learned about Healing Beats
from Jake in July of last year and we were just able to kick it off in January of this year!

Brianne Hurford, UnityPoint Health. We started Healing Beats with a pilot program in 2019,
resumed post COVID suspension in 2021, and have doubled our shifts in the past year. In 2022,
17 Healing Beats volunteers logged 927 hours on 336 occasions. Thanks to this program an
average of 36 patients a week benefited from music, conversation and connection.

Jake Nitzkin, RN. Hello, my name is Jake Nitzkin. I am a Registered Nurse and the Coordinator of the
Healing Beats Volunteer Program at UnityPoint-Health Meriter Hospital in Madison, WI. I am also the
Founder of Healing Beats Volunteers, a nonprofit organization.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TODD:IntroductionsThank you for join us yada yada…Disclaimer regarding productWE ARE RECORDING> This will be up on Voices page. 
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Why Healing Beats?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TODDMusic is foot-in-door. Both music and companionship contribute to the therapeutic benefit of the program. 



What do patients 
experience in the 

hospital?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JAKEWhat do patients experience in the hospital?How do these experiences make them feel?



• Fear and anxiety
• A loss of autonomy
• Loneliness and isolation
• A subdued sense of self

https://stock.adobe.com/images/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JAKEWhat do patients experience in the hospital?How do these experiences make them feel?
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What is Healing Beats?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JAKEListen to music - Up to 3 songs of patient choice or have convo re type of music.Perhaps listen to music at this time as well → have a conversation with one of the participants and find a song they’d like (or would that cause others to lose interest?)Program can be branded as your own.



Healing Beats Volunteers share patient-selected 
music to create humanizing experiences for 

patients.

1. Healing Beats Volunteers use music to 
provide patients with companionship.

2. Volunteers provide patients with a sense 
of autonomy.

3. Volunteers distract patients from the 
stresses of the hospital and remind them 
that they’re more than a sick person.

Our Method

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The companionship that we provide for patients can be just as therapeutic as the music: Healing Beats Volunteers play music that patients request through a phone or tablet and a Bluetooth speaker. However, they don’t leave the speakers in patients’ rooms, and they’re not “Alexas.” Instead, you’ll use music as your “foot in the door” to initiate a conversation for patients. Your presence in a patient’s room and the conversations you will facilitate with them may be just as therapeutic as the music itself. Therefore, you won’t just “provide” music for patients. You’ll “share” music with patients by appreciating the music with them and engaging them in conversation. Volunteers provide patients with a sense of autonomy by allowing them to choose up to three songs: While receiving treatment in a hospital, patients are often told what they can and can’t eat, when they can leave their bed, when they will receive tests and medications, etc. This loss of autonomy can be demoralizing and dehumanizing for people when they spend extended periods of time in the hospital. When we go through the step-by-step guide later in this presentation, you’ll notice that the Healing Beats service model is designed to provide patients with as much control as possible over their space and the service you’ll provide for them.Volunteers create a space that allows patients to comfortably appreciate the music and reminisce about memories by either silently sharing the music or accepting the patient’s invitation for conversation: While patients are in the hospital, nearly every interaction they have focuses on their status as the sick person. Over time, this may cause patients to internalize an identity of being a sick person, especially if they do not have any visitors. Through your service, you’ll help patients access music that’s meaningful to them, remind them of memories that they cherish, and provide them with an opportunity to appreciate parts of their identity that don’t center their illness. This can help remind them that they are so much more than just a sick person.



Patient Interaction
1. Knock on the patient’s door and identify yourself as a volunteer 

from the doorway
>> Ask the patient for their permission to enter the room

2. Introduce yourself and the service
>> Ask the patient if they would like to listen to music

3. Play up to three songs via a smartphone and Bluetooth speaker
>>Ask the patient for their permission to sit with them

4. Engage the patient in conversation
>>Honor the patient’s music requests

5. Wish them a great day

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lifting their spirits and distracting them from the stresses of being in the hospital: Just as listening to our favorite music often lifts our spirits, patients often feel uplifted when they listen to their favorite music as well.Alleviating their loneliness: Far too often, patients may spend extended periods of time in the hospital away from those they love, sometimes without seeing a familiar face during their entire hospital stay. Spending time with patients and facilitating a meaningful conversation with them can help them feel less anxious and lonely during this stressful experience.Providing them with opportunities for non-clinical conversations: Just as I mentioned before, patients that spend extended periods of time in the hospital may internalize the identity of being a sick person, especially if they do not have any visitors. For those patients, Healing Beats Volunteers may be the only people that they get the chance to casually chat with, which could be hugely therapeutic for them. Empowering them with opportunities to exercise autonomy: As I mentioned before, patients often lose the ability to control much of what happens to them during their hospital stay. To counter this, the Healing Beats service model provides patients with as much autonomy as possible over their space and the service you’ll provide for them.Helping them access music they love: Many patients, especially ones of older age, may not know how to use YouTube, Spotify, or Google to access the music they love. Often, their music is trapped in stacks of vinyls or tape cassettes or CDs in their homes, unable to be appreciated while they are in the hospital. It is likely that you may play a song for a patient who still knows every lyric after not hearing the song for a decade or more. Helping people reclaim access to the music they love is an incredible gift that you can give them.Reminding them of cherished memories associated with the music: When we listen to music, we are sometimes brought back to a special time or place and reminded of memories that we love. The music that we share with patients often does the same thing for them, especially if they haven’t heard a particular song in a very long time. When this happens, very often, the patient will want to share those memories with you. For example, you may play a song for an older patient who, after a few minutes of reminiscing, says “my husband and I used to dance to this song downtown on the weekends in the first years of our marriage.” As a Healing Beats Volunteer, you can accept this patient’s invitation for a conversation by asking them questions about their life experiences, which gives them an opportunity to reminisce about memories that they cherish with another person that cares to hear them.Facilitating meaningful moments for them and their visiting loved ones: Quite often, if a patient has visitors in their room, when you ask what music they’d like to listen to, they will look over to their loved one and ask them what they’d like to hear. Then, the patient and their loved one will choose a song together and reminisce about the memories they share that are related to that song. Such moments can be very special for the patient and their visitors.



Our Impact
Healing Beats Volunteers simultaneously address:

Patient 
Loneliness and 

Anxiety

Volunteer 
Dissatisfaction 

and Anxiety

Nurse 
Overburden

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Read this slide from top to bottom.
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Look, it’s a video! 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JAKEHow to start up this program. Equipment needed (bluetooth speaker). New training materials have focused on ease of scalingTime commitment to train volunteers & volunteer managersIf you are interested in attending a training on how to set up this program, email Lisa or sign up on a google sheet (Jake?) . o    IF enough clients are interested, VSys is happy to sponsor a training webinar lead by Jake. o    Jake  provides components of volunteer training which include a competency validation form. o    Training plan involves training the volunteer to share music with patients, how to use the bluetooth speaker, start convo with client, find the music, listen to music.  
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How is Healing Beats working so far?

Christina Trivett Brianne Hurford

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Brianne, you were an early adopter of this program. Can you share with us a little about your experiences?Christina :  You just completed training on this program and rolled it out. How is it going.Please just share whatever you feel is helpful and answer any questions folks might have regarding your implementation of HB. Thank-you!!



Volunteer Training Plan
The training process has three components: hear it, see it, do it:

• Hear it: Participate in a training seminar.

• See it: Shadow an existing Healing Beats Volunteer at least once.

• Do it: Have a Healing Beats Volunteer shadow you and verify your 
ability to serve patients competently and confidently at least once.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JAKE
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Aligning With PX & Metrics

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JAKE“We’re looking for engagement, our goal is to get more data about how this works over time, and you could help” → this is why Jake is waiving the start-up fees for any hospitals that get involved through this webinarHow many volunteers, patient interactions, time spent per patient, satisfaction survey - both of volunteers and patients etc). This would help with aligning the program with Patient Experience like SDOH, HCAHPS. Right now all anecdotal so far (volunteers saying they love the program). Lit reviewHealing beats will help you facilitate a QI project re: PX
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Aligning With PX & Metrics

• Patients, volunteers, and healthcare professionals love the program (anecdotally)
• Goal – establish HBV as an EBP via QI studies:

• Decreased pain/anxiety levels
• Decreased pain/anxiety “as needed” medication usage 
• Enhanced PX, reflected through HCAHPS and other surveys

• Plan – launch the program in new hospitals
• Action – waive the start-up fee for new hospitals that join through this webinar

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JAKENonpharm pain management – accrediting organizations such as the Joint Commission have focused heavily in recent years on implementing nonpharmaceutical pain management modalities to decrease opioid useImproved patient experiences – increased word-of-mouth advertising, or, downstream, increased HCAPHS scores post-discharge, which translates to increased CMS reimbursementsCMS: centers for medicare and Medicaid servicesEnhanced appreciation of the facility 
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How To Start

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TODDSo, Jake, if someone wanted to get going with Healing Beats what would they do? 



How to Start

• Introductory orientation with Jake via 
Zoom – 2-3 hours

• (Optional) Your first experiences 
using the service model with 
patients, 2-3 hours per shift

• First volunteer seminar (via Zoom), 
90 min.

• Volunteer training follow-up with 
Jake, 30-60 min.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JAKE:- Introductory orientation with me to go through the orientation materials and answer any questions you may have.- Optionally, I can lead the first volunteer seminar remotely so you can see how I use the materials. However, the speaker notes will be written verbatim for you



Materials & Fees

Materials needed:
• All training, promotional, and 

organizational materials provided by 
Healing Beats Volunteers, branded to 
your facility

• 1-2 Bluetooth speakers (< $100 total)
• Time

Fees (estimated, TBD):
• Start-up fee: $500-750
• Annual renewal fee: $300-500

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Facilitate a discussion. Use this as an opportunity to get to know your volunteers.
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How VSys Can Help

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TODD IF enough clients are interested, VSys is happy to sponsor a training webinar lead by Jake.  
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Questions?

To contact Jake Nitzkin: 
Jake.Nitzkin@gmail.com

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DANA:Mission impact for a cause is better served with holistic team training; paid and unpaid people getting the same quality of training, and chances for professional development and specialties as needed. 
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Thank-you For Joining Us!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DANA:Mission impact for a cause is better served with holistic team training; paid and unpaid people getting the same quality of training, and chances for professional development and specialties as needed. 
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